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A Farewell Address to Professor Masahiro Ishihama
Nobuo Yuzawa
I feel honoured to write a few words to Professor Masahiro Ishihama before he leaves 
Utsunomiya University in March 00. I also feel saddened that this highly learned scholar 
has to leave only one year after I attained a teaching position at this university.
I learned German from Professor Ishihama and this was a challenging experience 
for me. English was the only foreign language that I knew at that time, and I had never 
imagined that German has a much more complicated grammatical system than English. 
Professor Ishihama taught German through the Grammar-Translation Method in such 
a way that each student could understand the language logically. His teaching was easy 
to understand, which enabled me to continue to learn German in many ways. Learning 
German helped me a lot when I needed to learn other foreign languages later. Unless I had 
learned German from Professor Ishihama, I could not have had the same challenge and 
enjoyment that I had when I learned Latin. I am sure he gave me a helpful foundation for 
learning new languages. Learning a foreign language in a communicative style is popular 
now, but traditional methods like the GTM are also useful to understand languages deeply. 
Professor Ishihama’s teaching gave me this lesson.
In addition to a deep knowledge of the German language, he also has a deep 
understanding of movies and cultures. This kind of ample knowledge cannot be gained 
quickly. One needs to watch many movies and read many books constantly for a long time. 
I remember him saying repeatedly that students should watch a movie and read a book 
every day while in university. This is never an easy thing to do, but without this effort, I 
believe that one cannot gain such a deep understanding of movies and cultures as Professor 
Ishihama has.
It is regrettable that Professor Ishihama is leaving Utsunomiya University very soon. 
As a highly cultured scholar, he has been an important asset in the Faculty of International 
Studies as well as in Utsunomiya University. It will not be easy for the rest of the faculty 
members to compensate for our great loss.
Finally, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Professor Masahiro Ishihama 
for many contributions that he has made to the faculty and the university. I wish him good 
health and further success for the rest of his life. Thank you, Professor Ishihama.
